These Terms and Conditions ("Terms") apply to the from 15.06.2015 entered into contractual relations between the Swimming Club Oberursel 1958 eV ("SCO") and the student / course participant or his / her legal representative / in ("Participants") in connection with participation in a swimming course ("swimming course").

They are an integral part of the contract every contract and apply for the entire duration of the swim course.

The terms and conditions are on the website of SCO for participants freely accessible and made available on request available from SCO.

§ 1 Completion of a swimming course

A contract for a swimming course is concluded when

a. the participant has received from the SCO a written or authored by e-mail message with confirmation of payment information for your requested in the registration form and swimming lessons.

b. The course fee is received in full without reservation on the relevant account of the SCO.

§ 2 Cancellation / Termination / payment obligation

a. If the course fee is not received within 14 calendar days after delivery of the course confirmation the SCO, the SCO reserves the right to cancel the reservation for the course participation of the participant.

b. If the participants in the various units of the course cannot participate, the student is not entitled to (partial) refund of the course fee.

c. The same applies if the use of the pool is not possible or a course unit can not take place due to illness of the exercise director. The SCO will however endeavor in the case of illness of the exercise leader - without legal obligation - to provide a substitute instructor.

d. Termination of a swimming course is possible up to the start of are fund of the course fee without good reason. Then the subscriber can cancel the swimming course participation only on presentation of a medical certificate. In this case, the SCO will reimburse the course fees proportionately.
§ 3 Liability

a. For wantonly wreaked damage to the facilities and equipment of TaunaBades or swimming club Oberursel adhere to the legal representatives of their children. The Swimming Club Oberursel is not liable for thefts. The escorts to ensure that the children before class not alone entering the pool hall, but wait for their trainers before collecting locker.

b. The unhinged bathing rules / financial condition of TaunaBades is part of these Terms. The instructions of the practice guide is followed. The instructor has the right to close any breach of the instructions, the participants of the course participation from.

c. The liability of the SCO and its agents is limited by law -soweit admissibility on intent or gross negligence.

§4 Privacy

The data indicated on the registration form will be stored for internal purposes in the EDV. We assure you that we use your data only for internal purposes and do not give them any third parties.

§5 Health

a. With the submission of the swimming course registration of participants assured that no health, physical or mental limitations exist that may hinder the full participation in the swimming course.

b. The participant shall inform the instructor immediately if it becomes clear during the swimming course, that full participation of health, physical or mental reasons is no longer possible. The instructor will determine in its sole discretion, whether and on what basis a continuation of the floating rate is still acceptable.